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We are living in a world that is 
experiencing unprecedented growth 
both of information and imagery. In 
recent years we have witnessed a 
revolution in the digital world that 
enables us to do things we could 
not have even dreamed about just a 
decade ago.

We think there’s never been a better 
time for technology to make a 
difference in the public sector. The 
core principles of public service, 
whatever the uniform and wherever 
the workplace, remain the same: 
to support, protect and invigorate 
every citizen’s life, from beginning to 
end. It is an extraordinary ambition - 
that some way, somehow, there will 
always be someone there for them. 

Canon’s technologies and services 
are there at every step of the journey 
too, helping people communicate, 
educate, collaborate, diagnose and 
protect.

CANON HAS PARTNERED WITH  

THE PUBLIC SECTOR  
FOR OVER 40 YEARS 
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Canon for education – enabling richer learning experiences.
There can be no shortcuts in education.  
Yet today’s schools, colleges and universities 
have to provide agile, more personalised 
learning, with limited budgets and closer 
regulation than ever before. Canon has 
long experience of supporting educational 
establishments, teachers and students 
with services and technology that enable 
learning experiences fit for a fast-moving, 
mobile and connected world.

Canon has a number of ways to help 
you deliver an inspiring and seamless 
student experience by differentiating your 
educational establishment, evolving your 
technology offering and transforming your 
internal processes.

Best choices for primary and secondary education

A compact inkjet printer,  
easy to connect to smart 
devices: an excellent choice for 
creative student printing needs.

Compact, clever and 
connected, this A3 capable 
All-In-One printer is the ideal 
for the creative students.

Easily and securely integrates 
onto your network allowing 
multiple students to use the 
same printer.

Powerful high-speed network 
scanner ideal for shared or 
decentralised scanning. Perfect 
for scanning, archiving and 
sharing students’ work or 
business documents.

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY

EDUCATION 

PIXMA TS8350

PIXMA TS9550

i-SENSYS LBP620 Series

ImageFORMULA DR-S150
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Learning Journeys Brought to Life in Print

Objective
To find a cost-efficient 
printing solution that 
will provide high-quality 
output that reflects the 
professionalism of the 
preschool team.

Challenges
•  Complexity of taking 

photograph to print 

• Poor quality of printouts

• Cost of print 

•  Lack of wireless print 
connectivity 

Approach
To implement a solution that 
improves ease and  reduces 
turnaround print times;  
substantially improving the 
pre-school experience for 
children and parents.

Solution
•  Canon MAXIFY Series

•  Wireless print connectivity

•  High quality prints 

Results

Inks need replacing  
less often

Improved pre-school 
experience

Reduction in print 
turnaround time

Improved simplicity  
and ease

CASE STUDY

ENCHANTED  
WOOD PRESCHOOL 

Referenced from full 
Canon case study. Visit:
https://www.canon.co.uk/ 
business/case-studies/
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Canon for education–enabling richer learning experiences.
Providing students with the best possible 
experience is exceptionally important to 
universities, particularly at a time where 
tuition fees have risen significantly and 
students are ever more tech-savvy, expecting 
the latest technology to be available to them 
instantly while studying.

With an uncapped number of student places, 
universities are having to compete harder 
than ever to attract students, whose raised 
expectations demand the very highest 
standards across the board, from teaching, 
to facilities and technology.

Around half of all universities in the UK have 
already chosen Canon to help them make 
cost savings that can then be re-invested to 
expand the services and experiences offered 
to students.

What better way to attract students than 
offering a state of the art reprographics 
department? With Canon’s large format 
technology and expertise, we can help you 
create an environment perfect for students 
across a variety of courses, where they can 
choose from a vast range of print media, 
coupled with easy usability and astounding 
quality.

Best choices for higher education

A Wi-Fi multi-functional 
printer, with high yield 
ink bottles for low cost 
stunning prints 

Ideal for busy education 
establishments, with higher 
volume print and scan 
requirements.

A powerful and versatile 
desktop scanner, perfect for 
digitisation of student records.

Packaged with superior quality 
printing, PRO 4100S is suitable 
for wide range of students 
printing needs.
For the rest of the PRO Series 
range check page 21.

PIXMA G4511

i-SENSYS MF640 Series

imageFORUMULA ScanFront 400

imagePROGRAF PRO-4100s
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A vision for smarter learning
Objectives 
Deliver excellence in 
learning, driving efficiencies 
& reducing the university’s 
carbon footprint.

Challenges
•  Large historic site with  

30,000 users

•  Environmental targets

•  Poor user experience

Approach
A strategic, fully Managed 
Print Service across the 
university

Solution
Managed Print Service

imageRUNNER ADVANCE 
MFDs uniFLOW.

Results

More than £5.5 million 
savings over 5-years

Secure access saves 10 
million pages each year

59.7% less 
electricity used

Reduction of more 
than a third CO2

CASE STUDY

UNIVERSITY OF 
GLASGOW
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Referenced from full 
Canon case study. Visit:
https://www.canon.co.uk/business/
case-studies/



Canon for Healthcare - Improving the quality of care using 
innovative technologies.
Like business all over the world, healthcare 
organisations are facing a future of shrinking 
budgets. At the same time patients expect 
prompt responses, more tailored treatment 
regimes and more flexible options for 
self-care.  Having worked in the healthcare 
sector for over 80 years, Canon understands 
the need to comply with ever-tighter 
demands on budget, security and the 
environment. 

Canon has a number of ways to help 
organisations of all sizes to realise 
efficiencies and deliver improved  
patient care.

Best choices for healthcare

Compact mono printer that 
prints onto multiple paper 
types. Perfect for repetitive 
print requirements in a 
healthcare environment

An SFP printer built for 
productivity, performance, 
and reliability. 

Ultra-compact and powerful 
desktop scanner. Perfect for 
capturing multiple document 
sizes and formats.

Robust design for high volume 
scanning perfect for the 
digitisation of patient records.

HEALTHCARE 

i-SENSYS LBP220 Series

MAXIFY iB4150

imageFORMULA DR-C240

imageFORMULA DR-M160II
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Enhancing the patient experience

Objectives
Organise & streamline the 
large volume of paperwork 
generated by numerous 
departments and 30,000 
annual patient visits. 

Challenges
•  Physical records manually 

passed between staff and 
patients 

•  Paper storage of records 
with limited filing 
management processes 

•  Frequent changes in 
ownership of patient records 
increasing likelihood of loss 
or misplacement of files.

Approach
Enhance the hospital’s 
document management by 
integrating seamlessly with 
the other existing electronic 
processing system’s already 
in place.

The Canon Solution 
Document Digitisation & 
Invoice Processing

•  Therefore™ Document 
Management

•  IRIS Product & Technologies
•  IRISXtract™

Results

CASE STUDY

ST JAMES’  
HOSPITAL
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To read more Canon  
case studies. Visit:
https://www.canon.co.uk/
business/case-studies/

CASE STUDY

ST JAMES’S  
HOSPITAL

Important, confidential 
files are stored in one  
secure location  

An advanced 
administration  ensures 
access is only granted to 
the appropriate people

Streamlined patient 
experience

The simple, effective and 
secure digital filing system 
enables staff to operate quickly 
and efficiently

A unique tagging system 
means items can be found 
almost instantly at the touch of 
a button.

Improved supplier 
relationships due to quick 
payment of invoices



Canon for Central & Local Government -  
Serving a “digital first” society.
A world where the security of this 
information is more significant than ever, 
yet where Local Government has suffered 
budget cuts of up to 40% in recent years. 
Having partnered with local government 
for over 40 years we perfectly understand 
not only your needs, but also the challenges 
facing you.

Canon is perfectly placed to guide you to 
new ways of working, while maintaining 
services to all stakeholders. 

Best choices for central and local government

The TX 3000 integrated with 
the smart scanner T36  allows 
exceptional quality, impressive 
speed and intuitive operation with 
simplied roll-replacement feature.

A complete, all-in-one, 
multifunctional solution, 
able to serve a “digital first” 
society.

A fully featured A4 mono 
multifunctional printer with  
secure print function that  
protects your documents, even 
when you’re printing from a 
mobile device.

High-speed, high-quality  
production scanner for dedicated 
scanning applications and 
mission-critical jobs. Perfect for 
centralised or remote offices 

CENTRAL AND LOCAL

GOVERNMENT 

imagePROGRAF  
TX-3000 MFP T36 

i-SENSYS MF740 Series
 

i-SENSYS MF440 Series

imageFORMULA DR-G2140
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Becoming the best, with less

Objectives
Improve former managed 
print service to enhance 
services for citizens and 
smarter working within the 
Council, while delivering 
ambitious cost savings.

Challenges
•  Inconsistent workflow from 

postroom to fleet

•  Previous devices from 
different vendors and 
inconsistency in MPS across 
sites

•  Ambitious savings targets

Approach
Integration of streamline 
printing and imaging 
processes and workflows. 
Redesign internal systems 

to be digital by design and 
enable more effective use of 
data.

Solution
Managed Print Services

300 imageRUNNER  
ADVANCE MFDs

IRIS Power Scan

Canon varioPRINT

Oce PRISMA

imagePRESS

Results

Reduced printing costs  
by more than £765k  
per annum.

More reliable public 
printing service

Improved employee 
productivity

Reduced 
environmental impact

CASE STUDY

NORFOLK COUNTY 
COUNCIL
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To read more Canon case 
studies, visit:  
https://www.canon.co.uk/
business/case-studies/



Laser Printer Public Sector Pricing

The i-SENSYS range is a complete range of compact A4 laser desktop printers and MFPs, 
which integrate into any office environment. Ease of use and high performance combine 
to boost productivity and free up time to focus on work and business. 

A4 Laser Mono Single-Function Printers 

Model Name SKU # Product Description Suggested 
    Discount

LBP223dw 3516C021 33ppm, Networked, Wi-Fi, Duplex, PCL  £6.44 
LBP226dw 3516C019 38ppm, Networked, Wi-Fi, Duplex, PCL, Postscript  £7.32 
LBP228x 3516C017 38ppm, Networked, Wi-Fi, Duplex, PCL, Postscript,  
  Secure PIN, Colour touch screen  £10.26
LBP325x 3515C013  43ppm mono, Network, Duplex, PCL+PS MEAP  
  Enabled, Secure PIN £16.14
LBP351x 0562C014 55ppm, Networked, Duplex, PCL+PS MEAP Enabled  £23.50 
LBP352x 0562C016 62ppm, Networked, Duplex, PCL+PS MEAP Enabled  £29.38 

A4 Laser Colour Single-Function Printers 

Model Name SKU # Product Description Suggested 
    Discount

LBP621Cdw 3104C017 18ppm mono / 18ppm colour, Networked, WiFi  £5.71
LBP623Cdw 3104C015 21ppm mono / 21ppm colour, Networked, WiFi, Duplex  £6.73
LBP663Cdw 3103C017 27ppm mono / 27ppm colour, Networked, Duplex,  
  PCL, PS  £10.26
LBP664Cx 3103C015 27ppm mono / 27ppm colour, Networked, Duplex,  
  PCL, PS, Application Library, Colour Touch Screen £11.73
LBP710Cx 0656C009 33ppm mono / 33ppm colour, Network, Duplex +  
  PCL + PS, MEAP enabled £14.67
LBP712Cx 0656C011 38ppm mono / 38ppm colour, Network, Duplex + PCL  
  + PS, MEAP enabled £19.08
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Laser Printer Public Sector Pricing

A4 Laser Colour Multi-Function Printers

Model Name SKU # Product Description Suggested 
    Discount

MF641Cdw 3102C037 18ppm, Colour, Network, Plattern, 3in1  £8.20
MF643Cdw 3102C035 21ppm, Colour, Network, Wi-Fi, Duplex, ADF, PCL, 3in1  £8.79 
MF645Cx 3102C026 21ppm, Colour, Network, Wi-Fi, Duplex, ADF, PCL, 4in1 £10.26
MF742Cdw 3101C034 27ppm, Colour, Network, Wi-Fi, Duplex, PCL, PS, 3in1 £13.20 
MF744Cdw 3101C025 27ppm, Colour, Network, Wi-Fi, Duplex, PCL, PS, 4in1 £16.14
MF746Cx 3101C022 27ppm, Colour, Network, Wi-Fi, Duplex, PCL, PS, 4in1 £17.61

 

Laser Fax Printers

Model Name SKU # Product Description Suggested 
    Discount

FAX-L150 5258B020 A4 Mono laser Fax, Super G3 fax, 18ppm mono, 150  
  sheet tray, 30 sheet ADF, 30 one-touch speed-dials £6.73 
FAX-L170 5258B028 A4 Mono laser Fax, Super G3 fax, 18ppm mono, 150  
  sheet tray, 30 sheet ADF, 30 one-touch speed-dials,  
  comes with phone handset as standard £7.32 
FAX-L410 6256B010 A4 Mono laser Fax, Super G3 fax, 25ppm mono, 250  
  sheet tray, 50 sheet DADF £20.55 
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A4 Laser Mono Multi-Function Printers

Model Name SKU # Product Description Suggested 
    Discount

MF443dw 3514C041 38ppm, Network, Wi-Fi,PCL, Duplex, DADF  £11.73 
MF445dw 3514C020 38ppm, Network, Wi-Fi,PCL, Duplex, DADF  £14.67 
MF446x 3514C043 38ppm, Network, Wi-Fi,PCL, Duplex, DADF,  
  Secure Print, ULM  £13.20 
MF449x 3514C032 38ppm, Network, Wi-Fi,PCL, Duplex, DADF,  
  Secure Print, ULM  £16.14 
MF542x 3513C008 43ppm, Network, Wi-Fi, PCL, PS, WiFi, Duplex,  
  DADF, Secure Print, ULM, NFC  £20.55 
MF543x 3513C013 43ppm, Network, Wi-Fi, PCL, PS, WiFi,  
  Duplex, DADF, Secure Print, ULM, NFC  £23.50
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When you buy an Easy Service Plan, you are assured premium support and protection for 
your Canon product. We offer a choice of unrivalled services in a range of preconfigured 
Easy Service Plan packs, from installation to repair and maintenance your product

Easy Service Plan for i-SENSYS Printers

Easy Service Plans 

Model Name SKU # Product Description Suggested 
    Discount

i-SENSYS ESP A 7950A525 Easy Service Plan 3 year on-site next day  
    service - i-SENSYS Category A; Compatible with;  
    LBP151dw - LBP251dw - LBP252dw -  LBP7100Cn -  
    LBP7110Cw - FAX-L150 - FAX-L170 £1.88
i-SENSYS ESP B 7950A526 Easy Service Plan 3 year on-site next day  
    service - i-SENSYS Category B Compatible with;   
    LBP253x -  LBP7210Cdn - LBP7660Cdn -MF226dn - 
    MF229dw - MF411dw - MF418x - MF623Cn -
    MF628Cw - MF724Cdw - FAX-L410 £2.99
i-SENSYS ESP C 7950A527 Easy Service Plan 3 year on-site next day  
    service - i-SENSYS Category C Compatible with;  
    LBP6780x - LBP7680x - LBP710Cx - LBP712Cx -  
    LBP7780Cx - MF728Cdw -MF729Cx - MF416dw -  
    MF419x - FAX-L3000 - FAX-L3000IP  £4.06
i-SENSYS ESP D 7950AA68 Easy Service Plan 3 year on-site next day  
    service - i-SENSYS Category D Compatible with;  
    LBP351x - LBP352x - MF512x -MF515x - FAX-L410 - 
    FAX-L3000 - FAX-L3000IP  £6.20
i-SENSYS  7950A528 Easy Service Plan 3 year Return-to-base  
ESP RTB    service - i-SENSYS Compatible with:   
    LBP6030/6030B - LBP6030w - LBP6230dw - 
    LBP7010C - LBP7018C - LBP7100Cn - LBP7110Cw - 
    MF3010 - MF211  - MF212w  - MF216n  - MF217w - 
    MF226dn - MF229dw - FAX-L150 - FAX-L170  £1.17   



Inkjet Printer Public Sector Pricing

Canon’s inkjet printers and inkjet All-in-Ones offer practical business and consumer  
solutions in addition to exceptional quality prints. Perfect for small office and remote 
workers requiring lower print volumes.

Inkjet Single-Function Printers 

Model Name SKU # Product Description Suggested 
    Discount

TR150  4167C008 A4 Portable Colour Ink Jet Printer £16.06
TR150 4167C028 A4 Portable Colour Ink Jet Printer including  
with battery   rechargeable battery and charger.  £21.01
TS205 2319C008 Easy, affordable, everyday printing. This compact  
  printer delivers affordable, high quality printing thanks  
  to Canon’s FINE technology and optional XL ink  
  cartridges. Print vivid 4x6” borderless photos and high  
  quality everyday documents with crisp text using  
  this affordable, compact and practical printer.  £2.37
TS705 3109C008 Canon’s smallest ever 5-ink single function printer,  
  with 350 sheet capacity to deliver smart documents  
  and photos with seamless connectivity.  £4.76
iX6850 8747B008  This high performance A3+ office printer offers  
  Wi-Fi and Ethernet connectivity, plus printing from  
  mobile devices. 5 single inks efficiently deliver  
  superior quality business documents and photos. £12.11
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Inkjet Printer Public Sector Pricing

Inkjet Multi-Function Printers 

Model Name SKU # Product Description Suggested 
    Discount

MG2550S 0727C008 The perfect everyday All-In-One for printing,  
  scanning and copying. From text-heavy documents  
  to family photos, the compact Canon PIXMA  
  MG2550S’s print engine is built for quality and  
  ease-of-use. £2.48
TS5050 1367C008 High-quality colour printing from the comfort of your  
  own home, with scan and copy functions, Wi-Fi, cloud  
  connectivity and an easy-to-use 7.5 cm (3”)  
  LCD display. £7.10
TS8350 1367C009 Achieve lab-quality photos with this stylish 6 ink  
  All-In-One £9.42
TS9550 2988C008 A3 All-In-One for the home office or home crafter with  
  A3 print capability, and simple wireless connectivity. £15.71
TR7550 2232C008 The small, smart productive Wi-Fi 4-in-one. With smart  
  connections to multiple devices. £10.22
TR8550 2233C008 Smart, productive and fully connected 4-in-one.  
  Boost home office productivity and save space. £12.56
G1501 0617C042 Perfect for use within home, home office and small  
  business environments, suitable for any user with  
  the need to print both work documents and photos. £9.86
G2501 0617C042 Perfect for use within home, home office and small  
  business environments, suitable for any user with  
  the need to print both work documents and photos. £12.22
G3501 0630C042 Smart, productive Wi-Fi 4-in-one for low  
  cost printing. £14.62 
G4511 2316C024 Smart, productive Wi-Fi 4-in-one for low  
  cost printing. £22.03



Efficient, reliable and cost effective, MAXIFY All-IN-One and single function colour 
inkject printers bring professional quality business printing, versatile connectivity 
options and high levels of productivity to small and medium sized work groups, in 
addition to remote workers. 

Inkjet Printer Public Sector Pricing

Business Inkjet Printers  

Model Name SKU # Product Description Suggested  
   Discount

iB4150 0972C008 Built for productivity, performance, and reliability. £11.40
MB2155 0959C028 Outstanding multifunction colour inkjet printer,  
  scanner, copier and fax, with print and scan support  
  for mobile devices and cloud services. £9.44
MB2755 0958C028 Provides mobile printing and cloud integration, while  
  its 500-sheet paper capacity and fast 24 ipm mono  
  print speed maximise productivity. £16.49
MB5155 0960C028 A heavy-duty multifunction colour inkjet printer,  
  scanner, copier and fax, with support for mobile  
  devices and cloud services. £13.34
MB5455 0971C028 For efficient small office printing, without  
  compromising on performance, quality or reliability. £25.98
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On average, genuine Canon ink produces 35% 
more quality prints from Canon printers than 
non-Canon cartridges.*

PRINT MORE.

TESTED BY 

*Based on a Buyers Lab Inc 2018 study commissioned by Canon comparing Canon cartridges
with a subset of third party cartridges. Details https://www.canon.co.uk/printers/genuine-consumables/ 

Live for the story_
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Scanner Public Sector Pricing

High-class range of imageFORMULA document scanners designd to help you digitalise, 
store and communicate information efficiently. With the latest technology from Canon 
we offer you high-quality image capture in a seemless operation.

Scanners 

Model Name SKU #  Product Description Suggested 
    Discount

Home/Photo   
LiDE 300 2995C010 Compact, sleek and affordable scanner for home or  
  office. Perfect for high-resolution scanning. £4.13
LiDE 400 2996C010 Superior scanner with exceptional speed,  
  quality and style.  £5.33
 
Personal   
P-208II 9704B003 8 ppm, 10 sheet ADF, up to 100 scans/day, Portable £8.77
P215II 9705B003 15 ppm, 20 sheet ADF, up to 500 scans/day, Portable £18.53
DR-F120 9017B003 20 ppm, 20 sheet ADF, up to 1000 scans/day £22.30
 
Desktop  
DR-C225II 3258C003 25 ppm, 30 sheet ADF, up to 1500 scans/day £24.34
DR-C225 W II 3259C003 25 ppm, 30 sheet ADF, up to 1500 scans/day £25.36
DR-C230 2646C003 30 ppm, 60 sheet ADF, up to 3500 scans/day £38.05
DR-C240 0651C003 45 ppm, 60 sheet ADF, up to 4000 scans/day £37.15
DR-S150 4044C003 45 ppm, 60 sheet ADF, up to 4000 scans/day £39.82
DR-M140 5482B003 40 ppm, 50 sheet ADF, up to 6000 scans/day £45.86
 
Departmental  
DR-M160II 9725B003 60 ppm, 60 sheet ADF, up to 7000 scans/day £101.97
DR-M260 2405C003 60 ppm, 80 sheet ADF, up to 7500 scans/day £79.77
DR-M1060 9392B003 60 ppm, 60 sheet ADF, up to 6000 scans/day,  
  A3 Scanning £128.71
DR-6010C 3801B003 60ppm, 100 sheet ADF, up to 7500 scans/day £137.52
 
Network   
ScanFront  1255C003 45 ppm, 60 sheet ADF, up to 6000 scans/day,  
400  Networked  £101.20
 
Low/Mid Volume Production 
DR-G2090 3151C003 90 ppm (A4R), 300 sheet ADF, 30k Scans/day £255.82
DR-G2110 3150C003 100 ppm (A4R), 500 sheet ADF, 50k Scans/day £343.59
DR-G2140 3149C003 140 ppm (A4R), 500 sheet ADF, 70k Scans/day £536.98
DR-6030C 4624B003 80 ppm, 100 sheet ADF, up to 10000 scans/day,  
  A3 Scanning £186.51
DR-X10C 2417B003 130 ppm, 500 sheet ADF, up to 60000 scans/day,  
  A3 Scanning £685.45

On average, genuine Canon ink produces 35% 
more quality prints from Canon printers than 
non-Canon cartridges.*
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Original Canon consumables can 
be relied on to work in perfect 
harmony with your customers’ 
Canon devices.  

Keep it optimum. Keep it Canon

canon.co.uk/keepitcanon

Make sure its genuine.  
Look for the hologram and Canon logo.

ENSURE YOUR 
CUSTOMERS 
DON’T LOSE 
PERFORMANCE, 
USE ORIGINAL 
CANON INKS  
& TONER
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The impressive Canon imagePROGRAF range spans across both technical and graphic 
arts applications. Fast print speeds and fantastic colour reproduction make the PRO series 
the perfect choice for both amateurs and professionals who specialise in photography, 
fine art or reprographics. The TX, TM and TA Series are Canon’s new range of technical 
printers, created specifically for applications such as architect plans, engineering designs, 
point of sale displays and eye-catching poster generation. When coupled with Canon’s 
water resistant media, these models also allows users to print outdoor applications, 
removing the need to outsource outdoor printing or spend money on a solvent or a latex 
printer.

Large Format Printing

Large Format 

Model Name  PN Product Description 

imagePROGRAF 3659C003AA A 24-inch device for high quality printing suitable for  
TA-20   office, thanks to reduced noise and small desktop.
imagePROGRAF 3661C003AA A 36-inch quiet, compact, and versatile  
TA-30    multi-purpose printer.
imagePROGRAF  3062C003 High speed and great quality combined  
TM-200    in this smart and compact design.
imagePROGRAF 3060C003 Discover advanced capabilities and fast output in  
TM-205    this high performance 24-inch inkjet printer.
imagePROGRAF 3058C003 Easy operation and superb print quality, a printer  
TM-300    designed perfectly for office and retail environments.
imagePROGRAF  3056C003 Innovative 36-inch mid-range large format printer  
TM-305    with an additional hard-drive for extra power.
imagePROGRAF  2442C003 An impressive 24-inch large-format inkjet, perfect for  
TX-2000    CAD, GIS and Poster printing
imagePROGRAF 443C003 The ultimate 36-inch large-format inkjet, designed to  
TX-3000    deliver superb preci-sion at a low cost.
imagePROGRAF 2444C003 An innovative 44-inch large-format inkjet, promising  
TX-4000    high productivity and rock-solid security.
imagePROGRAF 3867C003AA The 24-inch PRO-2100 boasts high quality output  
PRO 2100    with a compact design (includes new Artificial  
   Intelligence feature).
imagePROGRAF 3869C003AA Now with Artificial Intelligence which helps drive  
PRO 4100    productivity, the PRO-4100 asserts outstanding  
   quality prints and is ideal for large format prints  
   (includes new Artificial Intelligence feature).
imagePROGRAF 3871C003AA For superior images up to 60-inch, our flagship  
PRO 6100    PRO-6100 pursues print quality in all aspects and 
   realises the highest photo print quality currently  
   available (includes new Artificial Intelligence feature).

Original Canon consumables can 
be relied on to work in perfect 
harmony with your customers’ 
Canon devices.  

Keep it optimum. Keep it Canon

canon.co.uk/keepitcanon

Make sure its genuine.  
Look for the hologram and Canon logo.

ENSURE YOUR 
CUSTOMERS 
DON’T LOSE 
PERFORMANCE, 
USE ORIGINAL 
CANON INKS  
& TONER
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Large Format 

Model Name  PN    Product Description  
      

imagePROGRAF 3873C003AA   The PRO-4100 promises high productivity  
PRO 4100S       with easy media handling and faster speeds  
       (includes new Artificial Intelligence feature).
imagePROGRAF 3875C003AA   High speed 60-inch printing with superb   
PRO 6100S       quality output (includes new Artificial  
       Intelligence feature).
Scanner   3289V265/   Up to A1 scanning, copying and editing for 
T36/T36 AIO  3421V8543308V474/ TX/TM Series couldn’t be easier - with or 
  3421V855   without PC. All In One
L24ei and L36ei 3421V8563421V853  To easily scan into a folder for TM 200/300 

Large Format Printing
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Beginner or Pro – find products for every level.
Take your photography to the next level with our EOS cameras. Enjoy state-of-the-art 
features and superb image quality. 

The PowerShot and IXUS range’s are lightweight, fixed lens cameras. Experience great 
image quality in the palm of your hand.

Camera and Camcorder Public Sector Pricing

Digital SLR Cameras 

Model Name SKU # Product Description Suggested 
    Discount

EOS 2000D 2728C006 EOS 2000D Body and EF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS II £15.72

DSC Cameras

Model Name SKU # Product Description Suggested 
    Discount

PowerShot 1791C011 Capture superb images on the go using this  
SX730 HS Black   pocket-sized, connected travel zoom camera with  
  a big 40x zoom and versatile creative control  £11.87
PowerShot 1792C011  As per PowerShot SX730 HS Black  
SX730 HS Silver    £11.87
IXUS 185 Black 1803C009 Brilliant quality photos and HD movies are fun and  
  easy with this chic, slim IXUS that has a versatile  
  zoom and fits perfectly in your pocket  £3.82 
IXUS 185 Silver 1806C009 As per IXUS 185 Black  £3.82 
IXUS 185 Red 1809C009 As per IXUS 185 Black  £3.82 
IXUS 285 HS Black 1076C007 Put style and performance in your pocket with  
   this slim 12x zoom IXUS. Shoot stunning photos  
   and Full HD movies with ease and share  
   effortlessly via Wi-Fi and NFC.  £6.97
IXUS 285 HS Silver  1079C007 As per IXUS 285 HS Black  £6.97 
IXUS 285 HS Purple 1082C006 As per IXUS 285 HS Black  £6.97

Camcorders   

Model Name SKU # Product Description Suggested 
    Discount

HF R806 1960C010 Fun and easy to use, this compact camcorder has  
Black  a big 57x Advanced Zoom, simple touchscreen control  
  and powerful technologies that automatically ensure  
  your family movies look and sound great.  £8.72 
HF R86 1959C006 Effortlessly capture and share stunning memories  
Black   using this connected camcorder with versatile 57x  
  Advanced Zoom and long-life battery  £11.52 



Projector and Accessories Public Sector Pricing

Selphy Printers  

Model Name SKU # Product Description Suggested 
    Discount

SELPHY 2234C010 Ultra-compact, portable photo printer, Wi-Fi connectivity,  
CP1300 Black Fast, lab-quality durable prints  £4.52 
SELPHY 2235C010 As per SELPHY CP1200 Black  
CP1300 White  £4.52 

Projectors  

Model Name SKU # Product Description Suggested 
    Discount

LV-X350 3850C005 Bright and portable XGA LCD projector with super  
  long-lasting lamp for maximum efficiency and  
  low-cost performance £23.51
LV-WX370 3851C005 Bright and portable WXGA LCD projector with super  
  long-lasting lamp for maximum efficiency and  
  low-cost performance. £33.24
LV-X420 1906C005 Portable XGA projector offering bright, clear  
  4:3 images and great contras £19.60
LV - HD420 1905C005 A compact, portable Full HD projector ideal for  
  presentations in larger rooms £26.16
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ENJOY PEACE OF MIND WITH CANON’S  
3 YEAR WARRANTY OFFER
When you purchase selected Canon printers and scanners.  

O�er



3 YEAR WARRANTY 
OFFER SERVICE 
OFFERINGS

Canon printers and scanners usually 
come with a minimum 1 year warranty. 
Now, thanks to Canon’s Business 
Essentials, you can enjoy the peace 
of mind of a 3 Year Warranty at no 
additional cost on selected models.

For full Terms and Conditions that apply to the different warranty types, please visit 
https://www.canon.co.uk/office-printers-scanners-offer/

A number of different warranty service offerings are provided, 
depending on the product you purchase. These are:

On site repair: 
Your product will 
be repaired at your 
registered premises 
by a Canon authorised 
technician. The costs 
of all associated labour 
costs and the cost of all 
service parts is covered 
by the warranty.

On site exchange:  
A replacement product 
will be shipped to you 
via courier with the cost 
of both the product and 
the shipping covered by 
the warranty.

Return to base: 
The product must be 
returned to a Canon 
approved repair facility 
where it will be repaired 
free of charge by Canon 
authorised technicians. 
Your product will be 
returned to you when 
the repair is complete.



For more information please contact our 
authorised distribution partners 

Canon UK Preferred Distribution Partners  

Public Sector Rebate support is paid to the distributor to enable up-front discounted pricing
Resellers are required to submit a copy of a redacted end-user Purchase Order to 
authenticate eligibility for the scheme 
Canon resereves the right to audit the orders at any time
Support amounts listed here are for reference only and subject to change without prior 
notice, please always check with your preferred Canon distribution partner for more
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Authorised Contact Desktop Document Imaging Large 
Distributor  Number  Print  Scan  Products Format Print 

Direktek  01494 471 100   •
Ingram Micro  01908 260 422 • • •
Midwich  01379 649 200 • • • •
Tech Data  01256 864 743 •
Vow  0844 980 8000 •

Using refillable inks included in  
the box, the Canon PIXMA G Series  
prints more than its nearest rival.

PRINT UP TO  
380 MORE PAGES  

For further information and to verify the above claims, please visit: www.canon.co.uk/print-claims-disclaimer/



Canon Inc. 
Canon.com 

Canon Europe 
canon-europe.com

Canon (UK) Ltd  
5 The Square
Stockley Park,
Hayes, Uxbridge
UB11 1ET 

canon.co.uk 

Canon Ireland  
3006 Lake Drive 
Citywest, Saggart 
Co.Dublin, Ireland 

canon.ie

/CanonBusinessUK

/CanonBusinessUK

/Canon EMEA


